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<chapter heading: commentary>
3.21 Su& m miktoi protropai: Iamblichus explains his methodology of using
mixed authors and arguments to protreptic effect at Protr. I 7.18-8.2; cf. below on 37.1-2
and the summary of the whole Protr. at XXI 104.26-105.26. See Hutchinson and
Johnson, ‘Authenticating’, 204-205.
3.21-22 pro& j te th_ n praktikh_ n kai\ politikh_ n a) r eth_ n : This
corresponds to the content at 37.3-22. Following these arguments, the chapter divides
into three sections, showing that philosophy is possible (37.26-39.8), beneficial (39.940.11), and easy (40.12-41.5). For comments on this tripartite structure, see note at 37.2226.
3.22-23 sofi/ a j kth~ s i/ n te kai\ xrh~ s in: See notes at 37.7-8 and 40.2-3,
where philosophy is defined as “a use and possession of wisdom.”
<VI 36.27-37.11: commentary>
36.27-37.2 attribution: Most editors agree that 36.27-37.2 is an opening by Iamblichus;
Flashar alone prints it as part of a fragment of Aristotle (Fragmente, 182). It is in fact a
typical chapter opening in the voice of the author of the cover text. Iamblichus has
assimilated the person and number of his own introduction to the Platonic quotation with
which he starts when he says “Let’s put it this way” at 37.2-3.
The section 37.3-11 is taken by Walzer, Ross and Düring to be a fragment of
Aristotle’s Protrepticus. Rabinowitz argued that the section is in fact a summary of
certain stretches of Plato’s Alcibiades, but his thesis has not found agreement (see below
note on 37.7-11). Yet this section does seem to contain a mixture of paraphrase and
quotation and foreshadowing of conclusions, some of which may be due to Iamblichus
and not the source text; although the thoughts seem appropriate to the source material,
there seems to be compression due to Iamblichus, and that is perhaps why the section
reads as if a longer argument has been forced into a quasi-syllogistic form. For this
reason we leave the entire section in plain text in our reconstruction, although there
seems to be no doubt that Aristotle’s Protrepticus is the source.
36.27-37.2: Düring (Attempt, 179) discerns two genuinely Aristotelian concerns
here: the role of philosophy in human life, and the role of philosophy in the life of
someone devoting their life to politics.
36.27 0 E pei\ de\ a) n qrw& p oij dialego& m eqa: The remark, “But since ‘our
dialogue is with human beings’,” is an allusion to a passage in Plato’s Laws V (732e3):
“From the point of view of religion, we’ve expounded pretty thoroughly what sort of
activities we should pursue and what sort of person the individual ought to be; but we
have not yet come down to the purely secular level. But we must, because our dialogue is
with human beings, not with gods” (Laws V 732de, trans. after Saunders). It is not
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possible to say, on the basis of the available evidence, whether or not the saying of the
Laws was invoked in Aristotle’s Protrepticus. If it was, then the additional question
arises of who would have referred to it (if Aristotle’s Protrepticus was a dialogue). What
is the dramatic point of the saying? Düring (Attempt, 179) catalogues Aristotle’s
discussions of a similar theme: the difference between human and divine goods (Topics
116b14-15, MM 1182b4-5; EE 1217a21-24; Pol. 1323b23-25). Aristotle may well have
discussed this in the Protrepticus, but what we have here seems to be no more than
Iamblichus borrowing a catchphrase.
37.1-2 summignu& n ai tai= j toiau& t aij paraklh& s esi ta_ j pro_ j to_ n
politiko_ n kai\ praktiko_ n bi/ o n protropa& j : When Iamblichus says that he
will “mix in some exhortations to the political and practical life as well” he is referring to
his “mixed method” of protreptic (see note on the title of this chapter). But he is probably
referring not just to the present chapter, but to the rest of the chapters up to XII as well (at
which point he again shifts gears and begins to use material from Plato’s dialogues). In
other words, he understands the excerpt of Aristotle’s Protrepticus en bloc to be an
exhortation to the political and practical life.
37.1-2 paraklh/ s esi ta\ j pro\ j to_ n politiko_ n kai\ praktiko_ n
bi/ o n: Compare the Iamblichean expression in the title of chapter VII: paraklh&seij
pro_j th_n qewrhtikh_n filosofi/an (4.1-2). In Pol. VII 3, Aristotle raises the question
of whether o( politiko\j kai\ praktiko\j bi/oj is more choiceworthy than the life of
acquiring external goods (1324a25).
37.3-11 attribution and voice: the voice changes at 37.3 and is no longer that of
Iamblichus; it could be citation, but there appears to have been some compression
resulting in a missing premise about politics, so it seems to be a ‘fast-forward’ paraphrase
of the source text on the part of Iamblichus.
37.3-5 ta_ u( p okei/ m ena pro_ j to_ n bi/ o n h( m i= n … kaqa& p er o1 r gana&
tina u( p o& k eitai: The body and other things that “underlie” our life, subserve it as
tools. See below at 37.13-14 where Aristotle uses the same terminology in the context of
one science being “subordinate” to another (and see also 40.6-11 and notes on these
passages). Further, in DCM xxvi 80.5-6 and xxvii 86.6-22, Aristotle distinguishes
between sciences in terms of the material that “underlie” them (also witnessed by
Proclus, In Euclid I, Prologue I, ch. 11, 33.21-34.11).
37.3-4 oi[ o n sw~ m a kai\ peri\ to_ sw~ m a: The transmitted text seems a bit
bald, which suggested to … Pistelli that the phrase following oi[on was a marginal gloss.
Kiessling would emend the text: oi[on <to_> sw~ma kai\ <ta_> peri\ to_ sw~ma. But even if
Aristotle would have used these definite articles, it would not be right to emend the text
of Iamblichus, as later editors have followed Kiessling in doing, because this passage
may be paraphrase rather than citation.
For the idea of “the body and the things concerned with the body”, cf. Plato
Phaedo 114e (cited by Iamblichus at Protr. XIII 71.10). Aristotle holds that the lower
and “less honorable” parts of the body exist for the sake of the upper and “more
honorable”, see e.g. PA III 10.672b9-673a10. The same teleological relationship exists
between the homogenous and heterogeneous parts of the body, according to PA
II.1.646b11-28.
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37.4 kaqa& p er o1 r gana& tina: The classic description of the body and its
parts as “instruments” (organs) ruled by the soul is Plato, Alcibiades 129e-130c. Socrates’
also uses this terminology in an argument for the unity of the soul the Theaetetus:
“it would be a very strange thing, I must say, if there were a number of perceptions sitting inside us as if we
were wooden horses, and there were not some single form, soul or whatever one ought to call it, to which
all these converge—something with which, through those things <sc. the eyes and ears> as if they were
instruments, we perceive all that is perceptible (dia tou/twn oi(/on o)rga/nwn ai)sqano/meqa o(/sa ai)sqhta/)”
(184d1-7). That our bodies are tools (used by our souls) is a position held by Aristotle

throughout his psychological and biological works (see especially DA II 1, 412a27412b10; also 415b18, PA 645b14.) See further A. P. Bos, Soul and its Instrumental Body.
37.5-7 tou& t wn d' e0 p iki/ n duno& j e0 s tin h( xrh~ s ij, kai\ ple/ o n
qa& t eron a) p erga& z etai toi= j mh_ deo& n twj au) t oi= j xrwme/ n oij: for the idea
of using things correctly, cf. Iambl. Protr. V 25.17 = Pl. Euthyd. 280e. As Aristotle says
in Politics I 2, “Just as a human, when perfect, is best of the animals, so is a human, when
separated from law and justice, worst of all. For injustice is most dangerous with
weapons, and a human is born with weapons for intelligence and excellence, which can
be used for very opposite purposes” (1253a31-5). The point that so-called goods could be
evils in the hands of the ignorant was a Socratic commonplace and to some extent
common ground, it seems, between Aristotle and his opponents in the school of Isocrates.
For example, in Isocrates’ To Demonicus 6 we read a modified expression of essentially
the same idea: “physical strength with intelligence brings advantages, but without
intelligence it does more harm to the one who has it.” The speaker in P.Oxy.666 appears
to interpret this Isocratean slogan in a somewhat confused way, which suggests that
Aristotle has cast ‘Isocrates’ as the speaker; see note ad loc. At 37.6 ple/ o n qa& t eron
“more of the latter” lacks a referent, which would presumably be the evils that make bad
uses of tools dangerous; this is another sign of Iamblichus providing a compression of the
original line of argument.
37.7-11: The argument is comparable to Plato, Euthydemus 280d-282d. A
working summary of its premises: (1) Our bodies and the things that support it are tools;
(2) All tools can be used for good or bad (harm or benefit); (3) Philosophy teaches us
how to put tools to good use; (4) Therefore, one should do philosophy.
Rabinowitz argues that this section is a “severe abridgement” of Alcibiades 129c131b, 132ab, 133c-134a, and 134b-135a. His tortured argumentation is taken apart by
Düring, Attempt, 181-182, who finds it “more probable that the author of Alcib. I,
whether Plato or not, used the kth=sij-xrh=sij argument for his specific purpose in this
dialogue, and that consequently the Protrepticus and the Alcibiades (which might be
written later than the Protrepticus) contain independent adaptations of this theme” (182).
A much more interesting prospect is Düring’s suggestion (Attempt, 181) that this
section could be an Iamblichean paraphrase of P. Oxy 666 (his B2-5). He also compares
Iambl. Protr. II, where we read: “It is better to have excellence with poverty than wealth with vice;
and frugality with health than surfeit with disease. Just as lack of restraint with respect to food is injurious
to the body, so are possessions to a soul in a bad condition. And it is equally dangerous to give a knife to a
madman and power to a bad man.” krei=tton meta_ peni/aj a)reth_n u(polhpte/on h2 plou~ton meta_ kaki/aj,
o)ligositi/an meta_ u(gei/aj h2 polufagi/an meta_ no&sou. blabera_ ma&lista trofh~j me\n a)fqoni/a tw|~ to_
sw~ma, kth&sewj de\ tw|~ th_n yuxh_n diakeime/nw| kakw~j. kai\ e0pisfale\j kai\ o3moion mainome/nw| dou~nai
ma&xairan kai\ moxqhrw|~ du&namin. (9.4-10). Both Protr. II.9.4-10 and Protr. VI.37.3-11 show

Iamblichus using as a source the same zone of argument of Aristotle’s Protrepticus as the
P.Oxy.666 happens to preserve. But it is not clear whether either passage is an excerpt or
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paraphrase of just the part of P.Oxy.666 that we have, or part of a continuation of the
same argument. This is a further reason to keep the section in plain text. But the
coincidence of argument between these two texts is evidence confirming for the
attribution of P.Oxy.666 to Aristotle’s Protrepticus, although this argument does not
seem to have been made by scholars who have studied P.Oxy.666.
37.7-8 th~ j e0 p isth& m hj kta~ s qai/ te au) t h_ n kai\ xrh~ s qai au) t h| ~
proshko& n twj: See below where philosophy is defined as “a possession and use of
wisdom” (kth~si/jte kai\ xrh~sij sofi/aj, 40.2-3).
On the distinction between acquisition or possession on one hand, and use on the
other, the locus classicus is Socrates’ argument in the Euthydemus: “one who is going to
be successful must not only possess such goods but must use (xrh=sqai) them too, or else
there is no advantage in possessing (kth/sewj) them” (280d4-7). See also the advice
given by Isocrates in To Demonicus (27-28): “Prize not the excessive possession of the goods you
have, but their moderate emjoyment. Have contempt for those who are eager to be wealthy, but are not able
to use the things they have, for such people are in much the same condition as one who bought a fine horse
and didn’t know how to ride well. Try to build your wealth out of useful things and possessions (xrh/mata
kai\ kth/mata); and they are useful for those who understand how to use them, but they are possessions for
those who can acquire them.”

In Rhetoric I 5, Aristotle advises that protreptic speeches concerned with wealth
should observe that true wealth consists in use and not mere possession (o3lwj de\ to_
ploutei=n e0stin e0n tw|~ xrh~sqai ma~llon h2 e0n tw|~ kekth~sqai: kai\ ga_r h( e0ne/rgeia& e0sti
tw~n toiou&twn kai\ h( xrh~sij plou~toj, 1361a23-24). And so he does in the discussion
of wealth in NE IV 1: “spending and giving are the use of wealth, while taking and
keeping are the acquisition or possession of it” (1120a9). But since the discussion of
wealth in Protr. VI is itself a protreptic speech concerned with wealth, and contains the
recommended distinction, this Rhetoric passage is evidence confirming that material in
Protr. VI (and with it the connected material in P.Oxy.666) should be attributed to
Aristotle’s Protrepticus (and the parallel in the NE IV 1 serves to confirm this).
The distinction is also used in Topics V (a work very likely in close chronological
proximity to the Protrepticus) with reference to perception and knowledge (2.129b130a), which is relevant to the excerpts in Protr. XI where the distinction between use
and possession is again applied (56.15-58.14). For extensive commentary on Aristotle’s
distinction between use and possession, and their connection with the distinction between
capacity and activity (dunamis, energeia), see: de Strycker, ‘Prédicats univoques’, 597618; and Menn, ‘Origins’, 78-87.
37.9 pa& n ta tau~ t a: Flashar says “Die worte ‘dies alles’ sind im kontext nicht
recht verankert” (Fragmente, 182), but we see no difficulty with the construal: “all these
things” that underlie the human way of life.
37.9 eu} qhso& m eqa: According to Düring (Attempt, 181), the phrase is found in
Plato but not in the Aristotle Corpus.
37.9 filosofhte/ o n: This is the same term that occurs as the conclusion to the
consequential mirabilis argument attributed by ancient commentators to the Protrepticus
by: Alex. Aph. in Top. 149.9-10; Olympio. in Alc. 144a16-17; Elias, Proleg. 3.19-20;
David, Proleg. 9.3-4. It is also present at P.Oxy.666, iii.55-56. It occurs several more
times in the Aristotle section of Iamblichus’ Protr.: VI 37.9, VI 37.19, VII 41.14, VIII
48.19, XII 60.8, For the context, see Ar. Rhet. 1399b11. Cf. Isoc., Antid. 205, Paneg. 6,
Ep. 7.3. Stob. 785.20-21 (the dedication).
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37.10 o) r qw~ j politeu& s asqai: Kiessling’s conjecture politeu/sesqai
(followed by Pistelli + des Places), restoring future from aorist, coordinates better with
me/llomen followed by dia&cein. (For the verb in aorist see Pl., Crito 52c2.)
A similar idea is mentioned below at 37.16-17: h( tou~ kri/nein e1xousa th_n
o)rqo&thta. Cf. Isocrates’ terminology, which is more narrowly tailored for the king his
speech specifically addresses: to\n o)rqw=j basileu/sonta kai\ th\n po/lin w(j xrh
diokh/sonta\ (ad Nicocl. 13).
<VI 37.11-26: commentary>
37.11-22 attribution and voice: Here Iamblichus excerpts directly from the Protrepticus
of Aristotle. The context is a speech recently given by someone who has strong opinions
about education and the superiority of practical and productive sciences over the socalled theoretical ones; we have identified him as Isocrates in our reconstruction; see the
opening of DCM 26, with notes ad loc. These remarks cited in Protr. VI are part of the
reply by ‘Aristotle’ to these earlier expressed opinions of ‘Isocrates’; for this reason it
expresses Aristotelian commitments in language tailored to respond to Isocrates.
According to Jaeger (Development, 63) there is a “complete lack of connection”
in the argumentation between 37.3-11 and 11-22. Düring saw the larger theme as
“philosophical knowledge is knowledge of tools and is of essential value for a political
leader” (Attempt, 179); but this bare statement does little more than conjoin the two
issues for which Jaeger saw no connection. Düring conceived of the entire section as an
abridgement of the original; his commentary expands it to slight improvement. The real
connection is that both the use of tools and politics are instrumentally valuable,
productive and practical sciences. Later it will be argued that as such they are subordinate
to theoretical sciences. Rabinowitz considers (‘Sources’, 66-67) the arguments here to be
condensations of Plato’s Statesman 287b-289c, implausibly.
37.11-16 This sentence establishes that only a science which commands and
makes use of other sciences (such the productive sciences) has in itself the good in the
strict sense, a premise to which Isocrates can also be committed.
37.11-13 me/ n ei0 s in ai9 poiou~ s ai e3 k aston tw~ n e0 n tw| ~ bi/ w |
pleonekthma& t wn e0 p isth~ m ai, a1 l lai de\ ai9 xrw& m enai tau& t aij: On the
contrast between acquisition and use, see above note at 37.7-8. The terminology used in
the formulation of this distinction between kinds of science here is interesting, but seems
to coordinate with the familiar distinction between “practical” (praktikh\) and
“productive” (poihtikh\) science, both of which are frequently distinguished from
“theoretical” (qewrhtikh/) science (Top. VI 6.145a15, Metaph. VI 1.1025b25, NE VI
2.1139a27). Unlike these passages, the productive and practical sciences are not at this
point in the dialectic of the Protrepticus contrasted with the theoretical sciences. But
productive science clearly corresponds to “the sciences that produce each of the things of
which we want to have more,” and thus practical science to “the sciences that make use
of those kind of sciences.” Aristotle argues that productive sciences subserve the practical
ones in NE VI: “everyone who produces does so for the sake of something, and the
product is not the end absolutely, but only relative to something; for the absolute end is
what is to be done, because acting well is the end, and desire is for this” (1139b1-4).
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37.13-14 me\ n ai9 u( p hretou~ s ai: See also below note on a)ndrapodw~de/j
(40.6-7). The despotic idiom of the Protrepticus resonates with the argument of NE I.1-2,
in which the account of subordination of sciences culminates in a description of political
science—a paradigmatically practical science—as “the most authoritative and most
overarching” (th=j kuriwta/thj kai\ ma/lista a)rxitektonikh=j, 1094a26-27). Similarly,
in Metaph. I 2, Aristotle says that “the first principles and causes are the most knowable;
for by reason of these, and from these, all other things are known, but these are not
known by the things subordinate to them. And the science which knows that for the sake
of which each thing is the most overarching of the sciences and more overarching than
any subordinate one (a)rxikwta/th de\ tw=n e)pisthmw=n kai\ ma=llon a)rxikh\ th=j
u(phretou/shj (982b4-5) and this end is the good in each class and in general the
supreme good in the whole of nature” (982b2-7; cf. NE iv 1, and viii 3). This idea of
subordination of sciences is integrated into Aristotle’s philosophy of science where he
holds that one science (usually a productive and empirical science) is “under” another
(usually a mathematical and theoretical science) for the purposes of scientific explanation
(u(po\, APo. I.7.75b15; see u(pokeime/naj do/caj at DCM XXVI.80.6 and note ). See
McKirahan, ‘Subordinate Sciences’; and Johnson, ‘Aristotelian Explanation’. See also
u(phrh=sai in the Antidosis of Isocrates, quoted below on note 37.15.
37.14 e3 t erai de\ ai9 e0 p ita& t tousai: See below 37.18. In Metaph. I 2,
Aristotle explains the significance of this designation: “of the sciences, that which is
more desirable for its own sake and for the sake of knowing it is more of the nature of
wisdom than that which is desirable on account of its results, and the superior science is
more of the nature of wisdom than the ancillary; for the wise man must not be
commanded but must command (e)pita/ttein), and he must not obey another, but the less
wise must obey him” (982a14-19, tr. Ross, modified). Consistent with both this and the
Protrepticus is the definition of intelligence in NE VI 10 as an “commanding” kind of
knowledge, in opposition to understanding, which only judges: h( me\n ga_r fro&nhsij
e0pitaktikh& e0stin: ti/ ga_r dei= pra&ttein h2 mh&, to_ te/loj au)th~j e0sti/n: h( de\ su&nesij
kritikh_ mo&non (1143a8). Having a “commanding” kind of knowledge is not the summit
of value, however. God, as Aristotle argues at the end of the EE, is not a commanding
ruler, but is the end for the sake of which commands are issued (ou) ga\r e)pitaktikw=j
a!rxon o( qeo/j, a)ll’ ou{ e#neka h( fro/nhsij e)pita/ttei) (EE VII 15.1249b14).
37.15 h( g emonikwte/ r aij: Cf. a)rxikw&teron kai\ ma~llon h(gemoniko&n at
Protr. VII 41.27-28. This conceptual scheme of despotism and leadership as applied to
psychological and epistemological issues is common in Isocrates, as in the Antidosis:
“Our nature is compounded of two parts, the bodily and that of the soul, and no one
would deny that of these two the soul is more of a natural leader (h(gemonikwte/ran
pefuke/nai) and is of greater worth; for it is the function of the soul to deliberate both on
personal and on public questions, and of the body to be servant (u(phrh=sai) to the
judgments of the mind” (180, trans. Norlin, adapted). The continuation of this line of
thought (in both Isocrates and Aristotle’s Protrepticus) is a comparison between
gymnastics and philosophy; see note below on 38.16.
37.15-16 to_ kuri/ w j o2 n a) g aqo& n : Cf. to\ kuri/wj di/kaion (Pol. III
9.1280a10). For ku/rioj in general see Metaph. IV 1010b14-19.
37.16-22 This sentence builds on the previous one 37.11-16 to argue that
philosophy is the only science that includes correct rational judgment and unerring
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practical prescriptions. This premise is also one to which Isocrates can commit himself,
so he is also committed to the conclusion that we should do philosophy. The terms of this
argument from 37.11-22 form a highest common factor of the theses that Aristotle is
prepared to share with Isocrates.
37.16-17 h( tou~ kri/ n ein e1 x ousa th_ n o) r qo& t hta: See below, note on
37.20-22.
37.18-19 e0 p ita& t tein kata_ fu& s in du& n atai: For e0 p ita& t tein, see
above, note on 37.14. Which verb does kata_ fu&sin go with? The point seems to be
about an “ability to give orders in accordance with nature” (as opposed to giving
“incorrect” orders), and not about a “natural ability to give orders” (although this
translation is possible, and would be appropriate in a reference to natural slavery or
patriarchy; these issues are connected regardless of the translation). For further
commentary, see Mansion, ‘Contemplation’, 58-59. We take it that the former is the
correct construal, and that further detail about how this comes about is offered by
‘Aristotle’ in the comments cited in Iambl. Protr. X; this chapter focuses tightly on the
need for an understanding of nature in the work of a genuine politician.
37.19-20 filosofhte/ o n e0 k panto_ j tro& p ou: See above note on 37.9.
Düring (Attempt, 25-26, 185) brackets these words because it would repeat feu/gein
filosofi/an from his B53 (40.1-11). But this is absurd, because these texts only came
into proximity through his reordering and there is no reason to doubt that they appeared
in the source text.
37.20-22 w( j mo& n hj filosofi/ a j th_ n o) r qh_ n kri/ s in kai\ th_ n
a) n ama& r thton e0 p itaktikh_ n fro& n hsin e0 n e9 a uth| ~ periexou& s hj: The
program implicit in this comment is carried out later in the Protrepticus: Aristotle
specifies what sort of ‘correct judgment’ might be expected of a philosopher assessing
remarks by experts such as mathematicians (see DCM 27 84.21-85.3 together with the
parallel passage in Proclus, In Euclid I, Prologue I, ch.11 32.23-33.2, and comments ad
loc.); he also outlines what philosophical or methodological confusions tend to bring
about errors (see Proclus, In Euclid I, Prologue I, 34.20-35.6, and note ad loc.)
The idea of unerring wisdom is attributed to Aristotle in a fragment of
Chrysippus: “From these facts, they say, it follows that wise men cannot be deceived or
err, and do all things well, as Aristotle says (tou/toij de\ w#j fasin a)kolouqei= to\ tou\j
sofou\j a)necapath/touj ei}nai kai\ a)namarth/touj kat’ )Aristote/lhn)” (Pap. Herc.
1020 = SVF II.131, p. 41.23 = Ross, Politicus, frag. 5, OT XII, p. 71). What work of
Aristotle did Chrisippus have in mind? Furley, ‘rev. of Rab.’, rightly argues that we need
not assume that it was the Protrepticus, but this does seem very likely, given that
Chrysippus was himself an author of protreptic works and it is reasonable to assume that
he had read Aristotle’s (the anecdote of Teles describes Chrysippus’s teacher Zeno of
Citium as reading Aristotle’s Protrepticus). If Aristotle’s Protrepticus is the source for
the comment by Chrysippus, it was probably in a zone of the dialogue in which
‘Aristotle’ expressed himself in terms of ‘wisdom’ rather than ‘intelligence’ (the
preferred term of Isocrates); on Aristotle’s alternations between ‘wisdom’ and
‘intelligence’, see note on Protr. XII at 59.27-28. For e0pitaktikh_n see above note on
37.14.
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37.22-26 attribution and voice: Editors agree that 37.22 represents a major division in
the argument; Walzer and Ross here separate fragment 4 from fragment 5, and Düring
imagines the next part of Aristotle’s text to be the beginning of Iamblichus’ Protr. IX,
and the next part of Iamblichus’ Protr. VI as coming from rather later in Aristotle’s text
(and a similar transposition is hypothesized also for 40.1, below). This reordering of the
texts makes the argument less, not more, coherent.
The passage is a navigational one, and it corresponds to the two bridge passages
and the concluding passage that follow (at 39.9-13, 40.12-15, and 41.2-5). So it is stated
that philosophy is: (1) possible (dunata\), see 38.20 and 39.5-6; (2) beneficial
(w)fe/lima), see 39.12; and (3) easy (r(a|&w), see 37.26 and 40.15-41.2. For this reason it
could be that Iamblichus has written this navigational paraphrase (so de Strycker,
‘Fragment 5a’, 77). These three points—that philosophy is possible, beneficial, and
easy—are also mentioned, in this order, in a navigational and then a summarizing
passage at DCM XXVI 82.14-17 and 83.2-5. On the other hand, these three points are
rhetorical commonplaces of deliberative rhetoric (see, e.g., Anaximines Lampsacus 13.615.5 Spengel-Hammer), and so Iamblichus is probably preserving information about the
number, order, and content of arguments on this topic in Aristotle’s Protrepticus. For this
reason we keep this section in plain type. It is possible that the DCM passages are further
compressions of this passage.
37.23 paradeikteon: In Cat. 5 Aristotle twice uses parade/xoito (4a28-9 and
4b4), to mean “one must grant” or “one must concede”, which seems to be what is meant
here too, and so one is tempted to emend the text. The term paradeikte/on, however, is
used by Iamblichus in a different work (DCM 8 Festa), and appears in all the MSS. The
received text may therefore provide evidence of Iamblichean intervention, and so
emendation may distort Iamblichus’ manipulation of the text. Pistelli’s conjecure to
a)podeikte/on would bring this word in line with the verbs at 40.13 and 41.2 (cf. Galen
ed. Kuhn v.1, p. 154). But here we seem to have a different idea. The same problem
precludes acceptance of Düring’s conjecture paradekte/on. Other possible conjectures
could point to Iamblichus’ use of the terms e0pidei=cai (“display”) at 38.3, and
a)podedei=xqai (“demonstrate”) at Protr. VI 40.13 and 41.2-5 = DCM 26 82.14-17 and
83.2-5.
37.26 ta_ ga_ r r( a | & w pa& n tej h3 d ion ponou~ m en: See further below at
40.19-20, where the willingness of people to labor with pleasure at philosophy is held to
be an indication of “the easiness of philosophy” (th~j peri\th_n filosofi/an …
r(a|stw&nhj); and compare the texts referenced in the note at 38.21-22 on gnw~nai
xalepwte/rwn. The variant reading poiou=men for ponou~men in V, and the apparently
independently proposed emendations to the same of Arcerius (p. 28), and Flashar
(Fragmente, 182) would not only render the thought more banal but also break the
connection with ponei=n in the same argument, below at 40.23-24.
<VI 37.26-38.14: commentary>
37.26-38.3 attribution: This telegraphic overview seems to be Iamblichus introducing
the content of several topics (speeches) of discussion that follow.
37.26-38.3 o3 t i me\ n ou} n ta_ j peri\ tw~ n dikai/ w n kai\ tw~ n
sumfero& n twn, e1 t i de\ peri\ fu& s ew& j te kai\ th~ j a1 l lhj a) l hqei/ a j
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e0 p isth& m aj dunatoi\ labei= n e0 s men, r( a | & d ion e0 p idei= c ai: This passage has
generated a lot of controversy over whether we have here a twofold (Rabinowitz, de
Strycker) or a threefold (Jaeger, 84; Walzer 28n1; Wilpert 32n13) division of philosophy
(see Düring, ‘in the Protr.’, 89; de Strycker, ‘Frag. 5a’, 78-79n1). It is said to be easy to
demonstrate that it is possible to acquire knowledge about both: (a) the just and the
expedient; and (b) about nature and the rest of truth. But it is unclear whether (b) is meant
as a single group, or whether we are to understand a further division: (b) nature and (c)
the rest of truth.
A parallel passage in the Topics might suggest a threefold division. Aristotle says
that of “propositions and problems” there are three divisions, “for some are ethical
propositions, some are on natural science, while some are logical” (1.14.105b20). The
arguments of Protrepticus 38.3-39.8 could be construed as corresponding to these
divisions. In 38.3-38.14 are general epistemological observations about how all
knowledge happens (“logical propositions”), by means of orderly causes and principles.
In 38.14-22 are arguments about how we can acquire knowledge about practical things
(“ethical propositions”). In 38.22-39.8 are arguments about we can acquire knowledge
about nature (“natural science”). On the other hand, the interpretation that sees a twofold
division corresponding to practical-productive sciences on the one hand, and theoretical
sciences on the other, is tempting in its simplicity and insofar as it fits the context
perfectly. See the comments above on 37.11-13. See also the note on 38.3 below, where
the overlapping text in DCM XXVI at 81.7 reads: a)ei\ ga_r gnwrimw&tera a)mfo&tera.
The likely presence of a)mfo&tera in the source text supports the interpretation that a
twofold (rather than threefold) distinction was being made.
38.1 peri\ tw~ n dikai/ w n kai\ tw~ n sumfero& n twn: That there is a science
of the just and expedient is taken by de Strycker, ‘5a’, to be a thesis which is
demonstrated and then restated as a final conclusion at 39.9-13.
38.1-2 peri\ fu& s ew& j te kai\ th~ j a1 l lhj a) l hqei/ a j e0 p isth& m aj: Cf.
DCM XXVI 79.12-13: peri\ fusew/j te kai\ th=j toiau/thj a)lhqei/aj fro/nhsin. We are
now speaking not just of “intelligence” but “sciences” concerned with nature and the rest
of truth. Note that e0pisth&maj is plural here, but singular in the restatement as a
conclusion at 39.10.
For this sense of a)lhqei/aj see Phd. “investigate the truth of things” (skopei=n
tw=n o!ntwn th\n a)lh/qeian) (99e6). Aristotle follows this usage in extant works: “The
first of those who studied philosophy were misled in their search for truth and the nature
of things (th\n a)lh/qeian kai\ th\n fu/sin th\n tw=n o!ntwn) by their inexperience” (Phys.
191a24-6); filosofh/santaj peri\ th=j a)lhqei/aj (Metaph. 983b2-3; cf. MM 1182a2429 NE 1103b33.)
For this use of a)/llhj see Smyth 1273 (citing Xen., Anab. 1.3.3) and Pl., Symp.
“intelligence and the rest of virtue (fro/nhsi/n te kai\ th\n a!llhn a)reth/n)” (209a3-4).
38.2-3 e) p isth/ m aj dunatoi\ labei= n e0 s men: Cf. dunatoi\ labei=n au)th&n
e0smen below at 38.20 and then dunatoi\ labei=n au)ta&j e0smen at 39.10-11, at which see
the note regarding the shift from plural e)pisth/maj to singular au)th&n and back to plural
again with au)ta&j).
38.3-14 attribution and voice: Protr. VI 38.3-7 = DCM 26 81.7-9; and 38.10-14 =
81.12-16. Jaeger holds that the materials here are entirely Aristotelian, but that
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Iamblichus has severely affected their arrangement. Iamblichus, he writes, “has used
Aristotle’s ideas as building stones, and crudely forced them into his own miserable
framework. No trace of the original architecture remains” (Development, 64). De
Strycker, ‘5a’, 82-84 argues that this text is the primary version of which DCM 26 is
secondary. Düring (Attempt, 198-199, 200-201) follows de Strycker’s interpretation; for
further commentary see: Krämer 1959, 352; Gaiser 1963, 504.
De Strycker, ‘5a’, sees the following syllogism at work in the whole stretch of
argument from 37.26-38.3. 1. Thesis: There is a science of the just, natural, and true
(37.26-38.3); 2. Principle: (38.3-5); 3. Major premise: science applies more to things that
are determinate, ordered, and causal (38.5-7); 4. Minor premise: determinate, ordered,
and causal apply more to things that are good and prior (38.7-14); 5. Application of the
principle to the thesis: the soul and nature are better and prior (38.14-39.8); 6. Final
conclusion, restatement of the thesis: science applies more to the good and the prior (i.e.
soul and nature) (39.9-13).
We share de Strycker’s interpretation (see our overview of the relations between
Protr. VI and DCM XXVI, on p.=NN), and attribute the arguments to Aristotle, and we
also hold that they were made in his own voice. In the Corpus, Aristotle very frequently
distinguishes between things “better known to us, and things better known by nature.” It
is very likely that what we have here in the Protrepticus is an early version of this idea.
Compare, for example, APo. I 2: “Things are prior and more cognizable in two ways; for
it is not the same to be prior by nature and prior in relation to us, nor to be more
cognizable and more cognizable to us. I call prior and more cognizable in relation to us
what is nearer to perception, prior and more cognizable absolutely what is farther away.
What is most universal is farthest away, and the particulars are nearest; and these are
opposite to each other” (71b33-72a5; cf. APr. II 23.68b35-7; Top. VI 4.141b5-8, passim;
Phys. I 1; Metaph. V 8.1017b7-19, 1019a1-4, 1029b3-12, XIV 3.1090b5-7; NE 1095b2f.,
1106b29; EE 1218a1-15). See also Plato, Phil. 65a.
38.3-5 a) e i\ ga_ r gnwrimw& t era ta_ pro& t era tw~ n u( s te/ r wn kai\ ta_
belti/ w th_ n fu& s in tw~ n xeiro& n wn: Compare the overlap in DCM 26 at 81.7: a)ei\
ga_r gnwrimw&tera a)mfo&tera; this is possibly the correct reading. The presence of
a)mfo&tera supports the interpretation that a twofold (rather than threefold) distinction is
being made at 37.26-38.3 (see note ad loc.).
38.5 w( r isme/ n wn kai\ tetagme/ n wn: Proclus, cites “Aristotle” as author of
an argument to the conclusion that mathematics deals with beautiful things, because it
deals with determinate, orderly, and symmetrical things, and these are the chief forms of
beauty. (See our commentary on Proclus in Euc. chapter 9 for arguments that Proclus is
paraphrasing from Aristotle’s Protrepticus.) For Proclus, this is part of the second
argument made in defense of mathematics against “certain contentious persons” who
attack mathematics. The first argument addresses the charge of uselessness. The second
argument (in Euc. 26.10-27) answers the claim that mathematics has no share of the
good, by showing that the objects of mathematics are beautiful.
Aristotle says at Metaphysics XIII 3 that the chief forms of beauty are “order,
symmetry, and definiteness (tacij) kai\ summetri/a kai\ to\ w(risme/non)” (1078b1).
Beauty is also defined at Pol. 1326a33 and Poet. 7.1450b-51 in terms of order and
magnitude (mege/qei), where it is clear that magnitude implies “definiteness” (cf. [Pl.],
Def. 413d). The context of the Metaphysics discussion is a proof that mathematics deals
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with things that are beautiful, and so those who detract from mathematics by arguing that
it deals with neither the good nor the beautiful are wrong. This is course relevant to this
section of the Protrepticus because we are here in a zone in which a speaker is replying
to an attack on mathematics because it is useless (i.e. does not relate to goodness or
beauty). See DCM XXVI 82.23-25 (and commentary ad loc. for our arguments that the
source is Aristotle’s Protrepticus) where it is asserted (without subsequent argument) that
knowledge of mathematics is superior to all other kinds of knowledge, leading other
occupations in “beauty and accuracy”.
Relevant to the present context is a fragment of the lost On Ideas that relates an
argument in favor of the ideas on the grounds that the objects of science must be definite:
“The things of which there are sciences must exist; now the sciences are concerned with
things other than particular things; for the latter are indefinite and indeterminate, while
the objects of science are determinate (a!peira/ te kai\ a)o/rista, ai( de\ e)pisth=mai
w(risme/nwn); therefore there are things other than the particulars, and these are the ideas”
(fr. 3 Ross p. 122 = OT vol. XII p. 125). See further de Strycker, ‘5a’, 86-87.
38.6 e0 p isth& m h ma~ l lo& n e0 s tin h2 tw~ n e0 n anti/ w n: A series of
comparisons follow in which the first of a pair of opposites is said to be “more knowable”
(“epistemologically prior” in other words) than its opposite, including: prior things /
posterior things; better things in their nature / worse things in their nature; determinate
and orderly things / indeterminate and disorderly; causes / effects; a decent person / a
worthless person. Assuming the validity of these oppositions and the truth of its
judgments about the relative epistemological priority, the argument will eventually show
that the most knowable objects are at once the most orderly, the most determinate, and
the best (and philosophy, especially mathematical philosophy, takes those as its objects).
See below 38.8 and 10-11 for repeated use of ma~llo&n.
There is a different stretch of argument utilizing ma~llo&n in Protr. VII 57.6-58.10.
There the issue is to which kinds of object terms like “living” and “knowing” apply to
more, with the somewhat surprising result that philosophers can be said not only to know
more, but also to be more alive. Nevertheless, the two arguments (here in VI and there in
XI) are connected and together constitute further evidence for the unity of the source of
Iamblichus’ Protr. VI-XI. For further commentary see: de Strycker, ‘ma~llo&n chez
Aristote’, 303-304; ‘Predicats’, passim.
38.6-7 tw~ n ai0 t i/ w n h2 tw~ n a) p obaino& n twn: See below note on 38.10-11
and, further, de Strycker, ‘Fragment 5a’, 91-93.
38.8 tetagme/ n a ta) g aqa_ tw~ n kakw~ n ma~ l lon: See above note on 38.6.
38.10-14: = DCM XXVI 81.12-16. The general line of thought here, that prior
things are more causes of things than posterior things, was a sort of Academic axiom, as
evidenced by de Strycker, ‘Fragment 5a’, at 93, adducing evidence from fragments of
Aristotle’s On the Ideas, as well as Topics and Metaphysics. The particular development
of this line of thought in terms of letters and syllables was also an Academic
commonplace; see below, on 38.14. Plato was also responsible for bringing into
philosophy the sequence line/plane/solid, on which see de Strycker, ‘Fragment 5a’, at 94,
with rich illustration.
38.10-11 ai1 t ia& te ma~ l lon ta_ pro& t era tw~ n u( s te/ r wn: For ma~llon,
see above on 38.6. But here the issue is not epistemological priority (e0pisth&mh ma~llo&n),
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but causal priority (ai1tia& ma~llon). Above, at 38.8, causes were said to be more
knowable (epistemologically prior) to their effects or results.
38.11-12 e0 k ei/ n wn ga_ r a) n airoume/ n wn a) n airei= t ai ta_ th_ n ou) s i/ a n
e0 c e0 k ei/ n wn e1 x onta: “for if they are eliminated, then the things that have their
substance <made> out of them are eliminated.” Aristotle applies this eliminative scheme
to the scale of living things at Protr. VII 44.11-13, “if perception were eliminated then
life itself would be eliminated (a)nairoume/nou).” This is related to a citation at Protr. V
35.14-18 (see note ad loc.), in which he says “when perception and intellect are removed
(a)faireqei\j), a human becomes pretty much like a plant.”
The use made of the eliminative scheme was one that Plato used, according to
Aristotle at Metaphysics V 11, the entry on ‘prior’ and ‘posterior’ in Aristotle’s so-called
‘philosophical lexicon’: some things can exist without other things, while the other things
cannot exist without these (1019a3-4). Aristotle uses the idea of ‘eliminating the
substance’ a0nairei=n th\n ou0si/an in only two contexts, of which the main parallel is
Metaphysics XIII 10 (see below, on 38.13-14, and compare L 5 1071a34-35, “the causes
of substances may be treated as causes of all things, in the sense that when they are
eliminated everything is eliminated.”) A less relevant parallel is Metaphysics IV 4,
1007a20; denying the law of non-contradiction will “eliminate the substance.” In other
passages, what gets eliminated is something else than a substance: reason and/or
discussion is at risk of being eliminated at Metaphysics IV 4 1006a26, XI 5 1062b11, and
XI 6 1063b11; knowledge and the whole study of nature and the first principles of the
sciences are at risk of being eliminated at Metaphysics II 2 994b20 and I 9 992b9 and
Physics I 2 185a2; the position of the opponent is eliminated by the opponent himself,
something that happens to the Platonists at Metaphysics I 9 990b17-22) (plus a doublet at
XIII.4 1079a14-19) and also to those who deny the law of non-contradiction (IV 8
1012b15); both changing and coming into being are at risk of being eliminated at
Metaphysics IX 3 1047a14 and a20, and also at Physics I 8 191b12; chance would be
eliminated by arguments at Physics II 4 196a14; false theories like those of Democritus
would eliminate “many established opinions and phenomena of the senses” (De Caelo III
4 303a23), and it is a strike against a theory of eternity like Plato's that it eliminates
“some of the data” (De Caelo I 12 283a6), and a strike against a theory of Ideas like
Plato's that it eliminates “many things” (Metaphysics XIII 7 1082b33).
38.13-14 mh& k h me\ n a) r iqmw~ n , e0 p i/ p eda de\ mhkw~ n , sterea_ de\
e0 p ipe/ d wn: “if numbers <are eliminated> then lines <are eliminated>, if lines then
surfaces, and if surfaces then solids” The background to this idea is Academic discussion
of constructive (‘Euclidean’) geometry, which Aristotle refers to in de Anima I 2.404b1826 (referring to Tim. 53d). Alexander of Aphrodisias describes Aristotle setting out the
Academic dogma on this point in On Philosophy (in Metaph. 117.23-118.1 = Ross, frag.
11, OCT p. 178, OT p. 83; see also in Metaph. 55.20-57.28 = Ross, frag. 2 of “On the
Good”, OT p. 117-119). On this background, see Burkert, Lore and Science, 25n51, 43.
At Metaphysics XIII 2 1077a24-36, borrowing this Academic doctrine, Aristotle
speaks of ‘generating’ first lines, then planes, then solids, which are composed
respectively out of planes, lines, and points; and at I 9 992a10-24 (cf. XIII 13 1085a7b4), he states the Academic view that planes “come from” wide and narrow (and lines
from short and long, and solids from deep and shallow), whereas he wonders how planes
could “contain” lines (or solids could contain lines and planes), and mentions that Plato
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“often” laid it down that the first principle of lines was the indivisible line, which he
(Aristotle) would prefer to refer to as a point. The idea crops us as a stock example
elsewhere: as an example of priority, line is prior to surface (Metaphysics V 11 1018b371019a1); a line depends on points for its being, as does a triangle on lines (Posterior
Analytics I 4 73a34-37); prior things are more cognizable than posterior things, as a point
is more intelligible than a line, a line than a plane, and a plane than a solid (Topics VI 4
141b5-22; on this parallel see also below, on 39.7-8.)
Complications arise, however, when we take note that what we find in this
passage of Protrepticus is not the sequence point/line/surface/solid, but the less
geometrically accurate and more problematical sequence number/line/surface/solid. The
radical solution is Pistelli’s conjecture at 38.13 stigmwn, to restore ‘points’ rather than
‘numbers’; but this solution is too radical for him to print in his text. Possibly Iamblichus
made a textual alteration here based on his own philosophy of mathematics; but probably
the example was accurately cited from Aristotle, and as such gives witness to an
Academic analysis of points in terms of numbers, as he says at Metaphysics XIII 9
1085a32-33), referring to Platonists: “the point is thought by them to be not 1 but
something like 1.” And this correspondence would make sense, given Aristotle’s
characterization of the “limits of body” as “surface, line, point, and unit” (Metaphysics
VII 2 1028b15-17), and his comment at Posterior Analytics I 27 that the respective basic
entities in geometry and arithmetic, the point and the unit, differ just because the latter
lacks a position.
Complications about the metaphor of number/line/surface/solid were part of the
reason that Rabinowitz denied the Aristotelian provenance of these lines. According to
him, “It will be noted that at Protr. 37.22-41.5 the author writes as one committed to a
doctrine according to which lines are generated from numbers, planes from lines, and
solids from planes. Whoever may have been the originator of this doctrine, it is at least
clear that Aristotle did not hold it, for he knows and attacks the doctrine as a Platonist
tenet again and again in the Metaphysics,” referring to 9 passages in that book (‘Sources’
p.85, with note 132, emphasis added). It will be noted by us in reply (with Gadamer,
‘Aristotelische Protreptikos’, 158), that Aristotle expresses no commitment about the
metaphysical details of this idea, which were indeed elaborated by certain Platonists
(Plato or Xenocrates according to Burkert, Lore and Science, p. 25) and rejected by
Aristotle in the passages cited by Rabinowitz; he was simply using it as an immediately
comprehensible example of two senses of ‘priority’. This objection by Rabinowitz was
refuted in Furley’s review of his book (at 180), in Düring’s Attempt (at 200-201), and in
Hutchinson & Johnson’s ‘Authenticating’ (at 274-275). At Metaphysics V 8 1017b17-21,
Aristotle repeats the same idea as here expressed in the Protrepticus, but in reverse: “a
body is eliminated by the elimination of the plane, as some say, and the plane by that of
the line; and in general number is thought by some to be this sort of thing, for if it is
eliminated, they say, nothing exists.” Even in two of the passages cited by Rabinowitz,
Aristotle mentions as familiar the priority of numbers (not points) to lines, planes, and
solids: “we find similar difficulties in the case of the kinds posterior to number—the line,
plane, and solid” (Metaphysics XIII 9 1085a7-9); “nor can it be explained either how the
lines and planes and solids that come after the numbers exist or will exist” (Metaphysics I
9 992b13-15). If more refutation of Rabinowitz’s way of arguing is needed, a more
nuanced study of the 9 passages adduced by him shows that Aristotle’s main concern is
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with the Platonists’ incorrect belief in the separate real existence of geometrical entities
such as lines, surfaces, and solids (992b13-18, 1001b26-1002b11, 1028b16-27, 1060b619, 1076b11-39, 1080a12-b36); they are not the sort of thing of which material bodies
could be literally composed (1077a24-36); they cannot be constructed out of the Form of
Large and Small (1085a7-b34); and to them cannot be ascribed a real existence on the
grounds that the point is the limit of the line and the line is the limit of the plane (1090b532). Nothing in these passages contradicts Aristotle’s claim in our passage that the
simpler mathematical entities are existentially prior to more complex ones; all the
perplexities in these passages revolve around issues about the particular mode of
existence that mathematical entities may or may not have, or how these simple
mathematical elements are built up out of yet more primitive elements, such as Large and
Small.
38.14 stoixei= a de\ tw~ n o) n omazome/ n wn sullabw~ n : “letters <are causes
more> than what are named ‘syllables’.” The construal of this phrase is tricky; it seems to
be continuing the immediately preceding line of thought and asserting that when syllables
are eliminated, then so are elements; yet this gets the thought upside down. As a solution,
a Byzantine or Renaissance scholiast on this passage says, “it should be construed thus:
stoixei/wn de\ ai( onomazo/menai sullabai/”, viz. ‘when the elements are eliminated, the
things named syllables <are eliminated>,’ and the scholiast adduces a chiastic phrase
from Iliad IV.535 as alleged evidence for the possibility of this construal. Wilpert and
Düring both adopted the scholiast’s construel. Kiesling’s conjecture (see his note ad loc.,
p. 107) reverses the order of elimination so that the elimination of syllables results in the
elimination of the things called elements (/letters). Rose (1886, 61n1) deleted the words,
presumably on the basis of their absence in the overlapping DCM XXVI at 81.16
(although no reason is given by Rose). De Strycker puzzled over the phrase (‘Fragment
5a’, at 80, note 2), noting the history of its construals and conjectures. To us the
awkwardness seems merely an artefact of the selection process of Iamblichus, which
makes the overall shape of the line of reasoning at times unclear simply by shortening it;
the phrase construes nicely when governed by the parallel above at 38.10-11, the phrase
that precedes what we mark in parentheses.
On the concept stoixei=on, see Wilpert, ‘Zwei arist.’, 128-140 and de Strycker,
‘fragment 5a’, 98-100. The word stoixei=on, in the phrase stoixei=on fwnh=j, refers to a
‘letter’ in an alphabet that represents spoken discourse, and then Plato seems to have
applied it by transference to refer to the one of the primitive ‘elements’ that make up the
complexes which we encounter in reality. The letters are causes more than syllables are
causes, argues ‘Aristotle’ at this point of the Protrepticus, because if there weren’t letters
there wouldn’t be syllables; they are existentially prior to syllables. At 39.7-8 Aristotle
makes the different but related claim that letters are cognitively prior to syllables, which
are cognitively prior to the speech (lo/goj) which they make up. The closest parallel to
these two related claims is Metaphysics XIII 10, where Aristotle explores certain
paradoxes that can arise from the necessary presupposition that there are separately
existing things in the world that are made up of first principles and ‘elements’; Aristotle
elaborates the paradoxes in terms of ‘letters’ and syllables.
By recycling the familiar metaphor of letter, syllable, word, and phrase to stand
for various levels of analysis of reality, from primitive elements up to complex wholes,
Aristotle alludes to a central idea expressed in a series of passages in some of Plato’s later
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works. At Statesman 278cd, the Visitor makes the comparison between individual letters
in complex syllables and simple elements in the long ‘syllables’ of reality, having
commented at 277e-278a that the length and complexity of a syllable can destabilize the
knowledge of the letter in a learning mind. Similarly, at Theaetetus 204a the parallel is
explicitly drawn between the complex formed of syllables (words) and the complex
formed of elements (things); for more on this passage, see below, on 39.7-8. At Timaeus
48bc, Timaeus asks some deep questions about earth, air, water, and fire: how did they
come to be? what were they like before that? “We tend to posit these as the stoixei=a of
the universe and say that they are its a0rxa\j, but they are not as fundamental even as
syllables – only someone short on intelligence could find that plausible,” referring to
Empedocles and perhaps others. Later, as if to answer these deep questions about what
can be considered an ‘element’, Timaeus suggests that the pyramidal shape is the
stoixei=on of fire, and that the constituent types of triangle which make up all material
substance are themselves stoixei=a (56b and 57c), thus reaching a deeper level of
analysis. The report of Eudemus of Rhodes (fr. 31 Wehrli = Simpl. in Phys. 7.10-14), that
Plato distinguished elementary first principles from other ones and was the first to call
these first principles stoixei=a, is plausible; it was probably based on this passage
together with his knowledge of Aristotle’s history of philosophy. According to Favorinus
in the 8th book of his Miscellaneous Histories, Plato was the first to introduce into
philosophy certain of its key terms, including dialektikh\ and stoixei=on (D.L. III.24). In
a rather different metaphor, Socrates introduces the idea of ‘moral literacy’ at Republic
III 402bc; just as literacy involves knowledge of the basic letters that when variously
combined make up many different words, so we state-designers should focus on the
various forms of the basic virtues that get combined into many different moral
personalities.
To the Academics of the mid-fourth century, ‘syllable’ was a key term, as
witnessed in [Plato], Definitions 414d-e, where ‘syllable’ appears in a group of 9 linked
definitions of linguistic entities, including ‘letter’ or stoixei=on fwnh=j. The locus
classicus for the idea that words can be analyzed into syllables which can be analyzed
into different sounds such as vowels and consonants and semivowels and then analyzed
into different letters is Plato’s Cratylus 424c-425a; this was evidently the procedure by
which Theuth discovered the alphabet for the use of humanity (Philebus 18b-19a). A
similar analysis is offered by Aristotle in Poetics 20 1456b20-34, but he quickly tires of
the subject, suggesting that it is better if the details are left to those who make a particular
study of metre. According to another Academic author, this is the very thing that Hippias
of Elis was said to do ([Plato], Greater Hippias 285d). Those who are working on their
speech rhythms “first divide off the forces or powers of the letters or elements, then those
of syllables, and only then” investigate the rhythms that are made out of those
components (Cratylus 424bc), indicating that ‘syllable’ was a term of art. Syllables in
themselves are not significant (Aristotle, De Interpretatione 4 16b31), and are not
synonymous with the letters which make them up (Topics VI.13 150b20). Speech can be
measured by short and long syllables (Categories 6 4b33, Metaphysics XIV.3 1087b30),
individual words can be lengthened by extra syllables (Poetics 21 1458a2), syllables can
be ugly (Rhetoric III.2 1405a31), and the syllables of one word can be rhyming and
chiming with those of another word in apposition ([Aristotle], Rhetoric to Alexander 28
1436a10).
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All the above evidence points to the hypothesis that these terms entered Academic
philosophy from literary theory. Düring offers no support for his claim (Attempt, p.202)
that “the comparison letter – element was first used (and perhaps invented) by
Democritus in order to illustrate the form, arrangement and position of the atoms ... it
then became a stock illustration.” This had been the view of Diels, in his Elementum,
eine Vorarbeit zum griechischen und Lateinischen Thesaurus (Leipzig, 1899), but it was
debunked by W. Burkert, in ‘STOIXEION. Eine semasiologische Studie’ Philologus 103
(1959), 167-97, followed by Michael Wigodsky, ‘HOMOIOTETES, STOICHEIA, and
HOMOIOMEREIAI in Epicurus’, Classical Quarterly 57 (2007), 521-542, at 523-6.
In Aristotle’s works, a central text expressing the application of the ‘letters’ idea
to the ‘elements’ of the universe is Physics II.3 195a16; just as the material is a cause of
an artificial product made out of it, so too “letters are the causes of the syllables” which
are made up out of letters, and fire and similar elements are causes of bodies which are
made up out of elements (this passage is repeated verbatim at Metaphysics IV 2.1013b18,
and the application of the idea is presupposed as familiar at Generation of Animals I.18
722a32). Aristotle explores the difference between heaps and structures with reference to
‘syllables’ at Metaphysics VII.17 1041b12 and VIII.3 1043b5; more than juxtaposition is
needed to make letters into syllables rather than alphabet soup, and structure or form (not
mere juxtaposition) is needed to turn elements into things rather than heaps.
But the most elaborate use of the syllable idea to illustrate paradoxes in the idea
of elements making up complex things is Metaphysics XIII 10; let syllables stand for
beings and let letters stand for the elements of which they are made, says Aristotle at
1086b22-24, and on one horn of the dilemma whether elements are individual or
universal, each ‘syllable’ will be unique whereas, on the other horn, there will be
infinitely many syllables. But what Aristotle does in this chapter is the fallacious tactic of
infinite-or-nothing reasoning against which we are cautioned by Socrates at Philebus
16e-17a: “But nowadays the clever ones among us make a one haphazardly, and a many,
faster or slower than they should; they go straight from the one to the unlimited and omit
the intermediates. It is these, however, that make all the difference as to whether we are
engaged with each other in dialectical or only in eristic discourse.” The eristic mistake is
then deconstructed in terms of letters and their discovery by Theuth (see Stephen Menn,
“Collecting the Letters” in Phronesis 53 (1998), 291-305). Was Aristotle one of the
“clever ones,” mentioned by Socrates in Philebus? If so, when Aristotle says at
Metaphysics M10 that he had already run such an eristic dilemma “in the Discussions of
Problems,” could this be the title or label of an Academic document containing
arguments of Aristotle, some of which were rebutted by Plato in his late Philebus?
The expression tw~n o)nomazome/nwn sullabw~n at 38.14 (“what are named
syllables”) is to be compared to two related expressions encountered 13 times in
surviving works of Aristotle, ta\ kalou/mena stoixei=a and ta\ lego/mena stoixei=a. (See
Crowley, ‘Aristotle’s “So-Called Elements”’.) Aristotle seems to have used such familiar
expressions as to\ kalou/menon X to draw attention to some usage of the word X, whether
common or novel, generally without any particular attitude of skepticism towards the
propriety of that use of the word. In this popular work, Aristotle may be making
allowances for an audience not conversant with the novel technical terms of the literary
theorists, such as ‘syllable’; see above note. Another possibility is that he is calling
attention to the etymology of the term, which literally means something like “bring
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together” and so indicates that they are posterior to and dependent on the “elements”
which are “brought together” in them.
<VI 38.14-22: commentary>
38.14-22 attribution and voice: We attribute this section to Aristotle and hold it to be in
the same voice as the speaker of the previous and next words, i.e. Aristotle himself.
The argument that the existence of skills that improve the body (e.g., gymnastics
and medicine) to the existence of skills that improve the soul is one with extensive
parallels in both Plato and Aristotle, and many are noted by de Strycker, ‘5a’, 88-89.
38.15-16 yuxh_ me\ n sw& m atoj a1 m einon (a) r xikw& t eron ga_ r th_ n
fu& s in e0 s ti/ ): See VII 41.29 and note ad loc.: yuxh_ me\n sw&matoj be/ltion
(a)rxikw&teron ga&r). It has been argued just above at 37.3-37.11 that the soul uses the
body like a tool and its parts as instruments (organs).
38.16 peri\ de\ sw~ m a te/ x nai kai\ fronh& s eij: This comparison between
gymnastics for the body and philosophy for the soul was a part of Isocrates’ own
educational advertisements, as in the Antidosis: “Since this is so, certain of our ancestors, long
before our time, seeing that many arts had been devised for other things, while none had been prescribed
for the body and for the soul (peri\ de\ to\ sw=ma kai\ th\n yuxh\n), invented and bequeathed to us two
disciplines, physical training for the body, of which gymnastics is a part, and, for the soul, philosophy,
which I am going to explain. These are twin arts--parallel and complementary--by which their masters
prepare the soul to become more intelligent (fronimwte/raj) and the body to become more serviceable
(xrhsimw/tera), not separating sharply the two kinds of education, but using similar methods of
instruction, exercise, and other forms of discipline. For when they take their pupils in hand, the physical
trainers instruct their followers in the postures which have been devised for bodily contests, while the
teachers of philosophy impart all the forms of discourse in which the mind expresses itself” (Antidosis

181-3, trans. Norlin, adapted). This quotation is a continuation of the quotation of
Antidosis 180 in note on 37.15 above, and by reading the passage continuously, one can
see the arguments about the despotic relationship between the soul and body were already
linked by Isocrates with the comparison between gymnastics and philosophy.
38.17 i0 a trikh& te kai\ gumnastikh: These are stock examples in Plato, Apo.
20b, Grg. 464b3-465e1; Phd. 94d3-4; Clit. 409a2; Rep. 3.404b4-8; 405c8-d6; Soph.
226e8-227a1; Leg. X 889d6. But here the possibility of a skill and intelligence about the
soul is proven by means of an a fortiori argument: since we agree that there is knowledge
about the body in the form of the arts of medicine and gymnastics, and since the soul is
prior to the body, we must agree (38.3-14), that the soul is even more knowable. In fact,
we are necessarily more ignorant about our bodies than about our souls, and so it should
be possible to develop techniques and knowledge about the soul, if it is possible for the
body.
38.19 yuxika\ j : The reading in F (and L) is clearly yuxika\j. Pistelli prints
yuxh=j without variant noted, in effect misreporting F; des Places misreports the reading
as coming from Pistelli’s reading of F, and he wonders what the reading of F is); yet R
and V do happen to have the reading yuxh=j. yuxika\j never occurs in Plato. But in the
Aristotelian context yuxh=j would be a banalization; yuxika\j is a technical term
developed and used by Aristotle in important texts, e.g. “psychic” pleasures (NE III
10.1117b28), “psychic” parts (An. II 12.424a23); “psychic origins” of motion (MA
10.703a12), especially in contexts of reproduction, with respect to both sexually and
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spontaneously reproducing organisms (GA II 3.737a8, III 11.762a26,b17); and “psychic
heat” as a cause of motion (GA III.11.762a20).
38.19-20 e0 p ime/ l eia kai\ te/ x nh: Same exact phrase as Alc. 124b3 and thus
parallel as well to the earlier e)pimelei/a| te kai\ sofi/a| (123d3-4); compare th=| au(tou=
sofi/a| kthsa/menoj kai\ e)pimelei/a| (Meno 90a5).
38.20 dunatoi\ labei= n au) t h& n e0 s men: See above dunatoi\ labei=n e0smen at
38.2-3 and dunatoi\ labei=n au)ta&j e0smen below on 39.9-11 (and see note ad loc.
regarding the shift from plural e)pisth/maj to singular au)th&n and back to plural again
with au)ta&j).
38.21-22 tw~ n met' a) g noi/ a j plei/ o noj kai\ gnw~ n ai xalepwte/ r wn:
Compare the above use of th_n xalepo&thta … ta_ r(a|&w (37.22-26), which seems to
assert that philosophy has as its object “difficult things”; whereas here gymnastics and
medicine are said to be about things “more difficult to know” while they are being
contrasted with philosophy.
In Metaphysics I 2, Aristotle considers it a criterion of the wise man that he “is
able to cognize things that are difficult (ta\ xalepa\) and not easy (mh\ r(a/|dia) for a
human” (982a10-11). He then specifies that “the most universal things are the most
difficult to cognize (xalepw/tata tau=ta gnwri/zein), because they are furthest from
the senses” (982a23-25). The argument of this part of the Protrepticus should be
compared with the argument in the protreptic section of Parts of Animals I 5 about the
relative difficulty of getting knowledge about the heavenly bodies than about animals
(644b25-645a10). Aristotle says that despite the accuracy available to the student of the
stars, the student of terrestrial things such as animals has access to “their greater and
more frequent cognizability” (to ma=llon kai\ plei/w gnwri/zein au)tw=n, 645a1-2), In
such protreptic passages, it is common to mention the relative ease of the inquiry (e.g. the
accessibility of the objects to cognition), even if the scientific knowledge is understood to
be of “difficult” things. The same point is developed below, where Aristotle discusses
indications of “the easiness of philosophy” (th~j peri\ th_n filosofi/an … r(a|stw&nhj,
40.19-20). When Aristotle argues that philosophy is “easy”, he does not mean that it
contains no difficulties or can be accomplished without effort. Rather he means that it is
not exhausting and laborious: “thinking has more resemblance to a coming to rest or
pausing than to a movement; the same may be said of inferring. It might be urged that
what is difficult and forced is incompatible with happiness” (DA I 3.407a32-b1).
Thinking, the activity that Aristotle’s god is continually and eternally absorbed in, is not
wearisome to it (Metaphsics XII 9.1074b28).
<VI 38.22-39.8: commentary>
38.22-39.8 attribution and voice: 38.22-39.4: = DCM XXVI 81.20-24. We attribute this
to Aristotle on the basis of strong verbal and philosophical parallels. This is a
continuation of the speech in defense of theoretical philosophy, and in this section natural
philosophy in particular. We can assume that the detractor of theoretical philosophy
called into question the value of theoretical speculations into nature, as did Isocrates
when he complained of the absurdity “of the ancient sophists, who maintain, some of
them, that the sum of things is made up infinite elements; Empedocles that it is made up
of four, with strife and love operating among them; Ion, of not more than three;
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Alcmaeon, of only two; Parmenides and Melissus, of one; and Gorgias of none at all”
(Antidosis 268). The present speaker replies “whether it is fire or air or number or any
other natures that are causes of and primary to other things, it would be impossible to be
ignorant of these things and to recognize any of the other things” (39.4-5). A fragment of
a papyrus (P.Vindob.G26008) fits in perfectly to complete this thought about the
possibility of knowledge of nature: “they show that what things are composed of is not
infinite, but the one says one, another two, another three, another four” (B.5-13). See our
presentation of this evidence on pp.=NN, which Glenn Most has attributed to the lost
Protrepticus, rightly, we think.
38.23 tw~ n ai0 t i/ w n kai\ tw~ n stoixei/ w n: Düring was troubled by these
terms being used synonymously, and assumes that it represents a stage of terminological
development of the earlier Academy (Attempt, 201). But see the discussion of stoixei/wn
above at 38.14.
39.1 fro& n hsin h2 tw~ n u( s te/ r wn: Compare fro&nhsij in a moral and
presumably less fundamental sense at at P.Oxy.666 (iii.40 and iii.47), and at Iambl.,
Protr. V 34.17-35.18, VI 37.3-22 and 38.14-22, and VIII 46.22-47.4.
39.1-2 tau~ t a tw~ n a1 k rwn: tau=ta = ta\ u(/stera, ta\ e)/sxata; ta\ a)/kra = ai(
a)kro/tatai ai)ti/ai (Metaph. 1003a26). Cf. Protr. X: au)ta\ ta\ prw=ta (55.6-14).
39.4 ei1 t e a) r iqmo_ j : Pythagoreans made numbers the principles and elements
of nature according to Metaph. 986a1-2.
39.4-5 pu~ r ei1 t ' a) h _ r ei1 t e a) r iqmo_ j ei1 t e a1 l lai tine\ j fu& s eij
ai0 t i/ a i kai\ prw~ t ai tw~ n a1 l lwn: According to Aristotle, both Anaximines and
Diogenes of Apollonia considered air the original element (984a5); Heraclitus considers
fire the element (984a7). The expression a1llai tine\j fu&seij could refer to the “roots”
of Empedocles, the “forms” of Plato. Later u(/lh and ei)=doj would be called “natures” by
Aristotle (e.g. Phys. 193a28-b5). Other candidates could be mentioned, such as the
“seeds” of Anaxagoras or the “atoms” of Democritus.
39.7-8 pw~ j ga_ r a1 n tij h2 lo& g on gnwri/ z oi sullaba_ j a) g now~ n , h2
tau& t aj e0 p i/ s taito mhde\ n tw~ n stoixei/ w n ei0 d w& j ; “for how could anyone
either be familiar with speech who was ignorant of syllables, or have knowledge of these
who understands nothing of the letters?” See above, on 38.10-14, where Aristotle asserts
the existential and causal priority of stoixei/a over sullaba_i. In this passage, by
contrast, he asserts the epistemological priority of letters to syllables, which themselves
are epistemologically prior to higher complexes of speech. A comparable expression of
epistemological priority is at Categories 12.14b2: in the science of grammar the letters
are prior in order to the syllables, and in demonstrative sciences (such as geometry) the
elements are prior to the constructions. This coheres well with the position that Plato had
taken some trouble to elaborate in the key parallel passage in his Theaetetus 201e-206c.
Socrates had dreamt of people saying that there was no knowledge possible of primary
elements, which can only be named, not further specified; knowledge is possible only of
the complexes that are made up of elements. But at 203e paradoxes begin to emerge
about how the elements are combined into complexes, paradoxes set out in terms of
letters and syllables, and centered around the ideas of sum and whole and part, as a result
of which the dream theory is rejected, and the conclusion is “that the elements are much
more clearly known, and the knowledge of them is more decisive for the mastery of any
branch of study than knowledge of the complex” (206b).
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In Aristotle’s works, the closest parallel to the idea expressed in Protrepticus is
Topics VI 4: “What is prior without qualification is more cognizable than what is posterior, a point, for
instance, than a line, a line than a plane, and a plane than a solid, just as a unit is more intelligible than a
number, for it is prior to and a principle of all number. Likewise, also, a letter is more cognizable than a
syllable. Whereas to us it sometimes happens that the converse is the case, for a solid falls under perception
most of all, and a plane more than a line, and a line more than a point, for most people learn such things
earlier, for any ordinary intelligence can grasp them, whereas the others require a precise and exceptional
understanding. Absolutely, then, it is better to try to come to know what is posterior through what is prior,
inasmuch as such a way of proceeding is more scientific. Of course, in dealing with persons who cannot
recognize things through terms of that kind, it may perhaps be necessary to frame the account through
terms that are familiar to them” (141b5-19 ROT, adapted). The somewhat snide tone of

Aristotle’s comments here, together with the elaborate correspondence, between element/
compound/ thing and both letter/ syllable/ word and point/ line/ plane/ solid, suggest that
in this Topics passage Aristotle is recalling the very zone of his Protrepticus from which
Iamblichus is quoting in chapter VI, a zone of reasoning with snide comments directed
against Isocrates.
<39.9-40.1: commentary>
39.9-13 attribution: This is a navigational passage, summarizing the preceding argument
about the possibility of philosophy and fulfilling the plan described at 37.22-26 (see note
ad loc.), and introducing the next answer to the apotreptic to philosophy, an argument
about the usefulness and easiness of philosophy. According to de Strycker (‘5a’, 81), the
thought at least is attributable to Aristotle; it is the conclusion of a syllogism, identical to
the thesis stated at 37.26-38.3 (see note ad loc.). We leave it in plain text because it is
seems that a longer summary of these conclusions has been compressed by Iamblichus,
making it a ‘fast-forward’ paraphrase that preserves some information from the source
text. The program is certainly Aristotelian, and the speaker ‘Aristotle’ may well have
provided these navigational points in his original speech. In one of the chapters of the
Rhetoric devoted to protreptic speech production, Aristotle advises that: “things are
practicable in two senses: it is possible to do them; it is easy to do them” (1363a21-23).
For arguments about the “easiness” of philosophy, see below at 40.20.
39.9-11 th~ j a) l hqei/ a j kai\ th~ j peri\ yuxh_ n a) r eth~ j e0 s tin
e0 p isth& m h kai\ dio& t i dunatoi\ labei= n au) t a& j e0 s men: Although Iamblichean
intervention is certainly possible here in a navigational passage, one need not agree with
Düring’s suggestion (Attempt, 62 and 202) that Iamblichus has changed what was ei)si\n
e)pisth=mai in Aristotle’s text to e0stin e0pisth&mh. The plural e)pisth/maj is used in a
transitional passage of Iamblichus at 38.2-3, but the singular au)th&n is used at 38.20 (in
the voice of Aristotle). Further, there is no difficulty in construing “a science of truth and
<a science> of virtue concerning the soul, and for this reason we will be able to acquire
them.”
39.11 peri\ au) t w~ n : Düring (p. 202) points out that the pleonastic use of au)toj
is common in Aristotle; see Bonitz 125a40-46.
39.11 o( / t i de\ <kai\ >: Düring accepts the reading of the parallel passage at DCM
81.24; but both seem to be paraphrases on the part of Iamblichus.
39.13-40.1 attribution and voice: We attribute this entire section to Aristotle, and think
that it was part of the same speech in defense of theoretical philosophy given in response
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to Isocrates’ attack on theoretical philosophy. 39.16-40.1 = DCM XXVI 82.1-11. But it
looks to us like the Protrepticus version has preserved more of the argument, in fact the
major premise: that we all agree that the stronger by nature should rule.
39.13-16: Allan, ‘explanatory notes’, 228-230, emends the text by parallel to Pol.
III (1281a33 cf. Metaph. I 2.982a17-19, 1287a28; NE V 10.1134b35, 10.10.1180a18-24).
But there is no reason to think that Iamblichus’ text should have contained that
construction. Flashar calls this (Fragmente, 184) “unsinnig verkürztes Referat des
Jiamblichos”.
39.13 pa& n tej ga_ r o( m ologou~ m en: Who exactly is the “we” that are all
agreeing about the nature of political authority? One has only to consider the speech of
Callicles in Plato’s Gorgias (482e-484c) and Socrates’ attack on it (488b-490b) to
appreciate the widespread disagreement about such matters.
That “we all agree” that the strongest or more excellent ought to rule and have
authority over the law would not be disputed by Isocrates, who uses the point to argue
that the behavior of those in power should be followed by their subjects just as they obey
the law. “Obey the laws established under the kings as well, yet consider the strongest
law to be their behavior, for just as in a democracy a politician must serve the masses so
too it makes sense for someone who has settled a monarchy to revere the king” (Dem.
36). The same sentiment is expressed in the Antidosis: “Pattern after the character of
kings, and follow closely their ways. For you will thus be thought to approve them and
emulate them, and as a result you will have greater esteem in the eyes of the multitude
and a surer hold on the favor of royalty. Obey the laws which have been laid down by
kings, but consider their manner of life your highest law. For just as one who is a citizen
in a democracy must pay court to the multitude, so also one who lives under a monarchy
should revere the king” (36, trans. Norlin). For Aristotle’s own description of a pertinent
point on which not everyone agrees, see next note.
39.13-14 dei= me\ n to_ n spoudaio& t aton a1 r xein kai\ to_ n th_ n fu& s in
kra& t iston: The context necessary to interpret these words is contained in Politics I 6,
where Aristotle discusses the positions of the various disputants about the justice or
injustice of slavery (before attempting to justify so-called “natural” slavery), and argues
that the heart of the matter is (1) who should rule and (2) what role should superiority in
strength or force play in the determination: “Even among philosophers there is a difference of
opinion. The origin of the dispute, and what makes the views invade each other’s territory, is as follows: in
some sense excellence, when furnished with means, has actually the greatest power of exercising force: and
as superior power (to\ kratou=n) is only found where there is excellence of some kind, power seems to
imply excellence, and the dispute to be simply one about justice (for it is due to one party identifying
justice with goodwill, while the other identifies it with the mere rule of the stronger (to\ to\n krei/ttona
a!rxein)). If these views are thus set out separately, the other views have no force or plausibility against the
view that the superior in excellence ought to rule or be master” (1255a11-21 ROT). This shows that

we need not interpret this premise in the Protrepticus to require that “might makes right”.
On the contrary, the identification of “stronger by nature” with “superior in force” is a
mistake, Aristotle argues, because “stronger by nature” is to be identified with “superior
in excellence”. Precisely the same point is being argued for here in the Protrepticus.
39.15 to_ n de\ no& m on a1 r xonta kai\ ku& r ion ei] n ai mo& n on: A strong
statement about the rule of law, more refined than what we find in Herodotus: despo&thj
no&moj (7.104.18). Isocrates in To Demonicus 36 presents an altogether weaker
exhortation to follow the law and the king.
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Düring asserts that these words do not reproduce the original (Attempt, 203), and
the scholiast mentions a difficulty with mo/non (153.11-13 des Places). But we do not see
a difficulty in construing the words as they stand.
39.15-16 ou{ t oj de\ fro& n hsi/ j tij kai\ lo& g oj a) p o_ fronh& s ew& j
e0 s tin: Cf. NE X 10, “the law has a compulsive power, while it is at the same time an
account proceeding from a kind of intelligence and intellect (fronh/sewj kai\ nou=)”
(1180a21-2).
39.16-40.1: = DCM XXVI 82.1-11.
39.17 ti/ j h( m i= n kanw_ n h2 ti/ j o3 r oj: In the version transmitted in DCM
XXVI, this is not put as a rhetorical question and the pronoun has dropped out; this is an
example of the phenomenon of ‘dialogue excision’ on the part of Iamblichus.
Aristotle uses this terminology throughout the Protrepticus. In Protr. X Aristotle
mentions an artefactual “standard” or “ruler” (kanw\n, 54.25), and later “criteria” (o#rouj,
55.1) taken from nature itself, i.e. the truth, by reference of which to judge what is just
and noble and beneficial” (55.1-3). DCM XXVII contains a discussion of the “criteria”
(o#rouj, 84.9) that must be observed in mathematical investigations—the discussion is
parallel to the discussion in PA I 1 of “certain criteria (o#rouj) with reference to which
one appraises the manner of exposition” (639a13-14).
Two parallel passages in the NE are crucial to the interpretation of these terms
used in the context of the Protrepticus, the first in III 7, “the serious man judges each
thing correctly, and perceives the truth in each thing. For each condition has an idea of
the fine and pleasant, and perhaps the serious man differs from others most be seeing the
truth in each thing, being as it were the standard and measure of them (w(/sper kanw/n
kai\ me/tron au)tw=n w)/n)” (1113a29-33). The second is NE X 5, in which it is said that
“excellence and the good man are the measure of each thing”: e)/stin e(ka/stou me/tron h(
a)reth/ kai\ a)gaqo/j (1176a17-18). Medicine is used to illustrate this point in the highly
parallel passage of EE VIII 3: “Since the doctor also has a criterion (o#roj) by reference to which he
judges what is healthy for the body and what is not, and with reference to which each thing up to a certain
point ought to be done and is healthy, while if less or more is done health is no longer the result, so in
regard to actions and choice of what is naturally good but not praiseworthy, the good man should have a
criterion (o#roj) both of disposition and of choice and avoidance, with regard to a large or small amount of
wealth and good fortune, the criterion being, as above said, as reason directs” (1249a21-b3 ROT,

adapted). Düring (Attempt, 203-206), in discussing the Platonic background, emphasizes
the importance of Theaetetus 178b, 179b, and 183c.
39.17 a) k ribe/ s teroj: See below tai=j a)kribei/aij (40.19).The intellectual
virtue of precision or accuracy is repeatedly mentioned in the Protrepticus. In DCM
XXIII, the issue of the accuracy of demonstrations is introduced (tw=n a)podei/cewn
a)kri/beian, 71.2). In DCM XXVI the issue of the accuracy of opinion is raised
(h)kribwkenai, 79.10), followed by the introduction of the idea of “accuracy in
accounting about the truth” (peri\ th\n a)lhqeian a)kribologi/a, 83.7). Later the “beauty
and accuracy” (a)kribei/a|) in mathematics (83.24-25) is mentioned. Following this, in
DCM XXVII the degree of precision (a)kri/beian, 86.8) to be expected in mathematical
demonstrations (and criticisms) is compared with the lesser degree to be expected in
rhetorical arguments. For a good discussion of the issue in general which does not ignore
the Protrepticus, see: Kurz, ‘Akribeia: Das Ideal der Exaktheit in der Philosophie des
Aristoteles’ (esp. pp. 124-125). Accuracy or precision in respect of opinion was an ideal
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of Isocrates’ philosophy, as argued by C. L. Abernathy, ‘Akribeia: Isocrates and the
politics of precision’ (University of Virginia Thesis, 2003).
39.18 o( fro& n imoj: Aristotle uses “the intelligent man” to lay out the general
topic of comparative value in Topics III 1: “Now then, first, the thing which is longer-lasting or
more secure is more choiceworthy than the kind of thing that is less so. And that which would be chosen by
the intelligent or the good man (o( fro/nimoj h)\ o( a)gaqo\j a)nh\r) or by the right law or by the men who are
serious about each thing when they choose it such as it is, or those who know each kind of thing
scientifically (e.g. in medicine or in carpentry, those things that most or all of the doctors [would choose],
or in general that which most or all men or all things [would choose], like the good. ” (116a13-19; cf.

145a26). In Nicomachean Ethics VI 5 he investigates the intellectual virtue of
intelligence (phronesis) by discussing the general characteristics of o( fro&nimoj: “we
may grasp what intelligence is by observing what kind of people we describe as
intelligent” (tou\j froni/mouj, 1140a25). When he distinguishes phronesis from political
science in NE VI 8 he recycles the theme—pronounced in the Protrepticus—that the
young are better at mathematics than political science (1142a11-18).
See Düring’s note (Attempt, 203) in which he defends his interpretation
connecting this with the a)nh\r spoudai=oj (Düring, ‘Aristotle in the Protrepticus’, 92)
against the criticisms of Monan, Moral Knowledge, 13. For further commentary, see:
Mansion; de Vogel.
39.18-19 kata_ th_ n e0 p isth& m hn ai9 r ou& m enoj: deleted by Gigon and not
present in the version of this sentence at DCM XXVI 82.3 (see note ad loc.).
39.19 kai\ : We follow the text at DCM 82.4, which does not have the extraneous
kai\; extraneous because the de\ in line 20 already provides a more appropriate
(contrastive) conjection.
39.21 kata_ ta_ j oi0 k ei/ a j e3 c eij: For similar expressions in Protrepticus:
kata_ taj oi0 k ei/ a n a9 r eth\ n Protr. VII 41.23 and kata_ to\n oi0kei=on bi/on DCM
XXIII 70.19-20. A related thought is offered at NE II 3.1105a31, that the te/loj will
appear different, depending on what kind of person one is.
39.21-24 (to_ me\ n ga_ r dikai/ w j zh~ n o( di/ k aioj, to_ de\ kata_ th_ n
a) n drei/ a n o( th_ n a) n drei/ a n e1 x wn, o( de\ sw& f rwn to_ swfronei= n
o( m oi/ w j), dh~ l on o3 t i kai\ to_ fronei= n o( fro& n imoj ai9 r h& s etai pa& n twn
ma& l ista: This is the traditional Academic fourfold scheme of virtues, including justice,
courage, wisdom, and self-control. This canon, which had been solidly established in the
Academy by Plato, was evidently a tidy simplification of a wider and more complex field
of traits or virtues. Aristotle shows himself aware of the centrality of these four virtues
and also unwilling to reduce the other virtues to these four. In the Nicomachean Ethics he
sometimes argues by eliminations based on these four virtues as if they were the core of
the conceptual field (X.7 1177a31-32), and sometimes he refers to these four plus
liberality (X.9 1178a28-33); but there are actually quite a few more moral virtues. We see
the same tendency in the Protrepticus, since other virtues also make a prominent
appearance there, such as liberality (IX 53.7) and kalokagathia (IX 53.1). Aristotle’s
consistent view would seem to be that the four main virtues are central but not cardinal.
But elsewhere Aristotle sometimes restricts his discussion to these four. For example, in
Politics VII.1 1323b33-36 and VII.15 1334a22-36. Interestingly, this is a zone in which
Aristotle recycles material from the Protrepticus; the passage from VII 15 is a discussion
of the kinds of virtues possessed by those dwelling in the Isles of the Blessed.
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Rees (‘Bipartition’, 115) argues that although Plato holds these four virtues to rest
on a tripartite conception of the soul, Aristotle in the Protrepticus holds the same virtues
to rest on a twofold division of the soul (into rational and irrational). Although there is no
direct expression of the bipartite doctrine in the fragments of the Protrepticus that
survive, Rees argues persuasively that Aristotle refers to his Protrepticus when making
the bipartite division of the soul in NE I 13.1102a26-28. But there is no evidence of tight
linkage between the virtues that are discussed in the Protrepticus and a specifically
bipartite as opposed to tripartite conception of the soul.
39.24 dh~ l on o3 t i kai\ to_ fronei= n o( fro& n imoj ai9 r h& s etai pantwn
ma/ l ista: Monan would add: kai\ <kata\> to\ fronei=n o( fro/nimoj ai(rh/setai. But
this does not avoid the fact that the argument is some kind of tautology, and in fact the
supplement would render the thought more banal. Of course the intelligent person
chooses in accordance with intelligence most of all —but what Aristotle seems to assert
here is that the intelligent person chooses most of all to be intelligent. The psychological
doctrine underlying the idea that the intelligent person will “choose most of all” to be
intelligent seems also to be at work in NE I 8 (1099a7-24), where Aristotle argues that the
lover of justice (and in general the lover of any virtue) will find pleasure in the sphere of
justice (or virtue in general), just as a lover of pleasures will find pleasure in certain
sights and sounds.
39.25 tou~ t o ga_ r e1 r gon tau& t hj th~ j duna& m ewj: According to
Meteorology IV 12: “Everything is defined by its function (a3panta d' e0sti\n w(risme/na
tw|~ e1rgw). For when things are capable of performing their function they truly are
themselves (ta_ me\n ga_r duna&mena poiei=n to_ au(tw~n e1rgon a)lhqw~j e0stin e3kaston),
for example an eye when it can see” (390a10-12); cf. Politics I 2: pa&nta de\ tw|~ e1rgw|
w3ristai kai\ th|~ duna&mei (1253a23). The principle is applied here in the Protrepticus: if
intelligence is the function of being human, then the intelligent man will most of all want
to be intelligent.
<40.1-11: commentary>
40.1-11 attribution: We continue to attribute this argument (which draws conclusions
based on the immediately previous arguments) to the same speech of ‘Aristotle’.
40.2-3 ei1 p er e0 s ti\ n h( me\ n filosofi/ a … kth~ s i/ j te kai\ xrh~ s ij
sofi/ a j: See above note on: th~j e0pisth&mhj kta~sqai/ te au)th_n kai\ xrh~sqai (37.7-8).
The use of sofi/a (in place of e0pisth&mh) in 40.3 is entirely consistent with Aristotle’s
usage of these terms here and in the extant works; compare also Protr. XII: fro/nhsin kai/
tina sofi/an (59.26-60.1, see note ad loc.). The definition of philosophy as “both use
and possession of wisdom” seems to be unique to the Protrepticus (nothing like this is
said in Euthydemus or Alcibiades, for example), and was probably formulated in this
dialectical context as a direct response to Isocrates’s charge about the uselessness of
mathematical and theoretical philosophy, using a distinction and vocabulary familiar to
Isocrates (e.g. To Demonicus 28).
40.4-5 ou) d e\ dei= xrhma& t wn me\ n e3 n eka plei= n e0 f ' 9 H rakle/ o uj
sth& l aj kai\ polla& k ij kinduneu& e in: The idea of sailing to the ends of the earth
for wealth is a typical protreptic theme—see the Greek Anthology book X, esp. 1.8, 5.7-8,
8.7-8; 41 and 60. The “Pillars of Hercules”, meaning “the opposite headlands of Gibraltar
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and Apes’ Hill near Tangier” (LSJ s.v. (Hra/kleioj; Hdt. 2.33, 4.8) are referred to twice
in Meteorology II: once with reference to “the entire region within the Pillars of
Hercules” (1.354a12), meaning the whole Mediterranean; and then to the distance
between “the Pillars of Hercules and India” (362b21), meaning the ends of the inhabited
world, since beyond “the Pillars of Hercules and India” (362b28) the ocean severs the
land and prevents the inhabited world from forming a continuous band around the globe.
The nautical theme and piloting metaphor continues later in the Protrepticus, in
passages cited in Protr. X, which updates the Platonic image of the helmsman or
kubernh&thj of the ship of state; see 57.27 (and note ad loc.) about the fittingness of the
pilot metaphor for the issues about the soul controlling the bodily “instruments” raised
earlier in this chapter (VI 37.3-11). Wendland compares Isocrates, To Demonicus (19)
“Do not hesitate to travel a long way to those who proclaim to teach something useful,
for it would be a shame when merchants traverse such vast seas for the sake of increasing
the substantial fortune they have, but the young did not endure travel for the
improvement of their own intelligence.” Jaeger (Development, 59-60) and Düring
(Attempt, 226) agreed with Wendland that the author was imitating Aristotle’s
Protrepticus. For our interpretation of the relation between To Demonicus and Aristotle’s
Protrepticus, see pp. NN.
40.6-7 a) n drapodw~ d e/ j : See above note on ai9 u(phretou~sai (37.13-14) for a
discussion of Aristotle’s use of the despotic idiom in this context. Quite apart from its
literal political meaning, the term a)ndrapodwde\j (40.6-7) indicates somewhat
metaphorically the vice of “servility” in Aristotle, which he evidently considers
applicable not only to natural slaves, but also to men of a certain depraved psychological
condition. The term appears in the context of the three ways of life argument also in EE I
5.1215b35 and NE I 3.1095b19-20. In both cases it is associated with the life of pleasure
and the life appropriate to brute animals. It is also invoked in the similar context of an
analysis of temperance and its corresponding vices at NE 3.10.1118a25,b21. In the initial
description of the problem of weakness of will, Aristotle wonders how the incontinent
man’s knowledge could be “enslaved” to some master, i.e. pleasure (NE VII 1.1145b24).
“Neither for the pleasure of eating or that of sex, if all the other pleasures were removed that
knowing or seeing or any other sense provides humans with, would anyone value existence,
unless he were utterly servile, for it is clear that to the one making this choice there would be no
difference between being born a brute and a human; at any rate the ox in Egypt, which they
reverence as Apis, in most of such matters has more power than many monarchs” (EE I

5.1215b34-1216a1). The term further occurs in both ethical works as the vice opposite
irascibility in the analysis of the virtue of good temper or gentleness (EE 1231b10, b20,
b26; NE 1126a8).
40.7 tou~ zh~ n a) l la_ mh_ tou~ zh~ n eu} : Cf. Protr. VIII 46.23: tou= zh=n kai\ tou=
zh=n eu)daimo/nwj. See also the Greek Anthology 10.43.
40.8-9 kai\ tai= j tw~ n pollw~ n au) t o_ n a) k olouqei= n do& c aij a) l la_ mh_
tou_ j pollou_ j a) c iou~ n tai= j au( t ou: To whom do au)to_n and au(tou refer?
Conceivably we are looking at another case of dialogue that has not been completely
removed. The marginal correction in F a)ciou=n tai=j au(tou= (followed by Pistelli and
Düring) and change of breathing is necessary because a)ciou=ntej au)tou is impossible to
construe, while the corrected version construes nicely.
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<40.12-41.5: commentary>
40.12-15 attribution: Iamblichus’ bridge passage again summarizes the preceding
argument, and announces the next (and final) one: that philosophy is easy. See note on
39.9-13.
40.13 i9 k anw~ j a) p odedei= x qai nomi/ z w: Note first person singular usage
which, especially as part of this highly dialectical expression, could be a fossil of the
original dialogue.
40.15-20 attribution and voice: = DCM XXVI 82.17-82.2. We attribute this section to
Aristotle (and the identical overlap in DCM XXVI) and think that it is a continuation of
the speech, in Aristotle’s own voice, in defense of theoretical philosophy. Strong support
for this attribution is supplied by Proclus, who (unlike Iamblichus) directly attributes the
argument to Aristotle in his Commentary on Euclid’s Elements I: “The  intrinsic  value  for  
those  who  take  part  in  it  would  be  clarified  also  by  what  Aristotle  somewhere  says,  that  
despite  there  being  no  reward  offered  to  those  researchers,  they  nevertheless  in  
a  short  time  have  made  such  progress  in  mathematical  theory,  and  moreover  
that  everybody  feels  at  home  with  it  and  wishes  to  spend  their  leisure  on  it,  
neglecting  other  matters,  even  those  who  attain  little  of  the  benefit  that  comes  
from  it.  Hence  those  who  are  disposed  to  despise  cognition  of  mathematical  
objects  do  not  actually  have  any  taste  for  the  pleasures  in  them  (prologue I, chapter
9.28.13-‐‑22; See text, translation, and commentary on pp. NNN).
40.15 para\ : Scaliger’s conjecture is confirmed by the parallel passage at DCM
82.17. It was adopted as a conjecture in Kiessling’s edition and passed into all modern
editions; but Pistelli, who evidently started on the basis of Kiessling’s edition, neglected
to mention that it was a conjectural emendation rather than a manuscript reading; and this
perhaps misled E. des Places, who evidently relied on Pistelli (“je ne pu que constater la
scrupuleuse exactitude de l’édition Pistelli” p.21) into reporting F as having this reading.
40.15-17 to_ ga_ r mh& t e misqou~ para_ tw~ n a) n qrw& p wn ginome/ n ou
toi= j filosofou~ s i, di' o4 n sunto& n wj ou3 t wj a2 n diaponh& s eian: The
overlapping DCM XXVI has toi=j filosofoi=j at 40.16, with equivalent meaning.
Plato emphasizes the great discipline, labor and effort required for philosophy in
Letter 7: po/noj (340d8), suntei/nwn o#ti ma/list’ ei)j du/namin a)nqrwpi/nhn (344b7c1). The Protrepticus strikes an altogether different tone, arguing that philosophy is
relatively “easy” and even enjoyable to work at (see above on 37.26: ta_ ga_r r(a|&w
pa&ntej h3dion ponou~men).
40.17-19 polu& te proeme/ n ouj ei0 j ta_ j a1 l laj te/ x naj o3 m wj e0 c
o) l i/ g ou xro& n ou qe/ o ntaj parelhluqe/ n ai: On the athletic metaphor of the
running course, see Allan, ‘Notes’, 230-232. The term parelhluqe/nai reoccurs in a
slightly different context and form proelh-, at DCM 26 83.13.
See note below on meta_ ga_r th_n fqora_n kai\ to_n kataklusmo_n at DCM XXVI
83.7-8 regarding Aristotle’s view is that the arts and sciences are subject to cycles of
birth, development, maturation, and death due to periodic meteorological catastrophies.
Lovejoy and Boas, Primitivism, chp. 6 usefully collect and translate the primary evidence
and situate this theory within Aristotle’s cosmology and politics. The following texts are
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key: “the same opinions appear in cycles among men not once nor twice nor
occasionally, but infinitely often” (Meteorology I 3.339b27); “it is probable that each of
the arts and sciences has been many times investigated in the past as far as it is possible
for it to be and has again perished” (Metaphysics XII 8.1074b10); “It is perhaps
necessary to believe that other things also have been discovered repeatedly, or rather
infinitely often, in the long course of time. For necessity itself probably taught them what
is needful and then by degrees led them to refinements and superfluidities; and when
these have once taken a start, it may reasonably be supposed that they will increase”
(Politics VII 10.1329b25).
Operating under the assumption that the universe is eternal, and the human race is
eternal, one wonders why the arts and sciences have not already been perfected in the
infinite time they have had to develop. An answer is provided by the following remark of
Cicero in Tusculan Disputations, which has been attributed to the Protrepticus by Walzer
and Ross: “Aristotle in upbraiding the philosophers of old for thinking, according to him,
that thanks to their genius philosophy had reached perfection, says that they had been
guilty of extreme folly or boastfulness; all the same he adds that he saw that, as a
consequence of the great advance made in a few years, philosophy would be absolutely
complete” (3.28.69, tr. King; cf. Düring’s reservations (Attempt, 230-231), which we
share). So Aristotle upbraided the ancient philosophers for thinking that they had nearly
brought philosophy to perfection, but this does not prevent him from asserting that
philosophy has nearly been brought to perfection in his own time. It follows that Aristotle
must think himself to come fairly late in a cataclysmic cycle, during which time
philosophy has had sufficient time to develop so that in his own time it nears perfection.
Aristotle must further be committed to the view that these nearly perfect arts and sciences
will also be destroyed in the future, and have to be recovered by future generations.
Ironically, this became true for his own Protrepticus.
Proclus in his Commentary on the First Book of Euclid’s Elements, twice relates
aspects of this very speculative prehistory, attributing the ideas to Aristotle, and most
likely using the Protrepticus as his source (see text, translation, and commentary on
Prologue I, chapter 9.29.1-9 and Prologue II, chapter 4.64.7-65.7). The account of the
development of arts in three stages according to three different kinds of goods (goods
necessary for life, goods for leisure and pleasure, and goods for contemplation and
philosophy) follows the account at Metaphysics I 2.982b11-28.
Asclepius (in Nic. Arith. Intro. I.a (Taran, see our text, translation, and
commentary on pp. NN) recounts a story about the rise of human arts and wisdom after
destruction and cataclysm, in a passage in which he references Aristotle and seems to be
using the Protrepticus as his source.There is also an account of the development of the
the arts and wisdom along the same lines, but not attributed to Aristotle, at Epinomis
974d8-976c7.
40.19 tai= j a) k ribei/ a ij: For the plural, compare Meteorology II 5: “if one
reckons up these voyages and journeys, so far as they are capable of yielding any precise
data (ta\j a)kribei/aj), the distance from the Pillars of Hercules to India exceeds that
from Aethiopia to Lake Maeotis and the furthest parts of Scythia by a ratio greater than
that of 5 to 3” (362b21-25, tr. Lee, adapted). See also Republic VI, where Socrates
complains that “it’s ridiculous, isn’t it, to make every effort to attain the most precise
(a)kribe/stata) and clear data about other things of little value, and not to consider the
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important things worthy of precise data” (tai=j a)kribei/aij 504d8-e3). A similar
expression of this Platonic thought, even more resonant with allusions to ideas also
discussed in Protrepticus, is Philebus 58c, where Socrates tells Protarchus that what he
was seeking was not “what skill or which science excels all others in grandeur and
beauty, and is of most use to us, but rather to find out which one could oversee what is
clear and precise and as true as possible, even if its profit is vanishingly small.” See note
above on a)kribe/steroj (39.17).
40.19-20 shmei= o & n moi dokei= th~ j peri\ th_ n filosofi/ a n ei] n ai
r( a | s tw& n hj: The argument was announced above in navigational passages (37.26,
40.14). Arguing that something was in a sense “easy” was a conventional protreptic
trope, which Aristotle specifies at Rhetoric I 6: “Things are done easily when they are
done either without pain or quickly: the difficulty of an act lies either in its painfulness or
in the long time it takes” (1363a23-24). Now precisely these two elements of easiness
that he distinguishes are present here: e0c o)li/gou xro&nou (40.18-19 above and 40.24
below) and meq' h(donh~j (40.23, below). This seems to be evidence confirming that this
section should be attributed to Aristotle. On the trope, see also Cicero On Invention 169;
[Ar.] Rhetoric to Alexander 1421b25; Isocrates, contra soph. 16). But see texts cited in
the above note at 38.21-22 on gnw~nai xalepwte/rwn.
40.20-24 to_ pa& n taj filoxwrei= n e0 p ' au) t h| ~ kai\ bou& l esqai
sxola& z ein a) f eme/ n ouj tw~ n a1 l lwn a( p a& n twn, ou) mikro_ n tekmh& r ion
o3 t i meq' h( d onh~ j h( prosedrei/ a gi/ g netai: ponei= n ga_ r ou) d ei\ j e0 q e/ l ei
polu_ n xro& n on: The expression ou) mikro_n tekmh&rion o3ti at 40.21 nicely balances the
earlier shmei=o&n moi dokei (40.19) and gives the impression of an adversarial speech.
The meaning of the term “easiness” as applied to the practice of philosophy in the
above passages needs to be understood in the context of Aristotle’s anthropological
speculation about the development of philosophy with the rise of the leisure class, which
arises here and is connected with the earlier mention of the progress of the arts and
sciences (see above note on 40.16-19). In Metaphysics I 1, Aristotle writes: “at first he who
invented any art whatever that went beyond the common perceptions of man was naturally admired by
men, not only because there was something useful in the inventions, but because he was thought wise and
superior to the rest. But as more arts were invented, and some were directed to the necessities of life, others
to recreation, the inventors of the latter were naturally always regarded as wiser than the inventors of the
former, because their branches of knowledge did not aim at utility. Hence when all such inventions were
already established, the sciences which do not aim at giving pleasure or at the necessities of life were
discovered, and first in the places where men first began to have leisure. This is why the mathematical arts
were founded in Egypt; for there the priestly caste was allowed to be at leisure” (981b, ROT). The

argument in the Protrepticus relies on the fact that people choose to spend their leisure on
it to reach the conclusion that it is an enjoyable activity in which progress can be made in
a short time; but this requires time not absorbed with the tedium of survival and mere
living. The sentence ponei=n ga_r ou)dei\j e0qe/lei polu_n xro&non at once relates to two
different points, both to the point that, far from work at it with difficulty, people choose
to spend their leisure doing it (bou&lesqai sxola&zein, 40.20), and the point that
philosophy has made great progress “in a short time” (e0c o)li/gou xro&nou, 40.18).
The importance of the fact people do philosophy “with pleasure” (meq' h(donh~j) in
the immediate context is that if they experience pleasure, then they are not experiencing
pain, and that is an indication that an activity is easy in the sense in which Aristotle
recommends that term be used in the Rhetoric (see above note on 40.19-20). Many
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parallel texts could be adduced, beginning with Euthydemus: “surely philosophy is an
enjoyable subject” (xari/en ge/ ti pragma/ e)stin h( filosofi/a)” (304e6-7). Aristotle in
the Poetics writes: “to be learning something is the greatest of pleasures not only to the
philosopher but also to the rest of mankind, however small their capacity for it”
(4.1448b13-15); and he takes this to be an established fact in NE X 7: “at all events,
philosophy is thought to offer pleasures marvelous for their purity and their
enduringness” (1177a25-26). See also Cicero Tusc. 5.72, who mentions the usefulness
and pleasure of doing philosophy as the reason to occupy leisure with it.
40.26-41.1 o3 p h| tij a2 n qh| ~ th~ j oi0 k oume/ n hj: For Aristotle the “inhabited
world” (or inhabitable world) stretches from the Pillars of Hercules to India, beyond these
the Ocean breaks up what would otherwise be a continuous band stretching around the
globe (see above note on 40.4-5).
41.2 a3 p tetai th~ j a) l hqei/ a j: Aristotle uses the same expression in EE II
10: a#ptontai/ ge/ ph| th=j a)lhqei/aj (1227a1-2); cf. Tim. a!nper a)lhqei=j e)fa/pthtai
(90c1-2).
41.2-5 attribution: Iamblichus summarizes the contents of the chapter by referring to the
three things about philosophy that have been shown: that it is possible, useful, and easy.
This summary may possibly have been derived from a summary made by the speaker
‘Aristotle’. Navigational passages throughout the chapter point to this structure (and a
similar structure for part of DCM XXVI); see above notes on 37.22-26 and 39.9-13.

